
Anleitung für Kugelkette "Sparkle" mit Lederband und Perlen
Instructions No. 1114

Fashionable jewellery for various occasions is quick and easy to make yourself - with " Sparkle Chains"
you can create two long ball chains with beautiful, sparkling pearls and a leather band pendant as a
great eye-catcher in no time at all. Follow the individual steps of this crafting instruction for two
individual chains and become a jewellery designer yourself. 

And it's as easy as that:

Which materials do I need to make Sparkle chains?
Creative set "Sparkle Chains" contains all the jewellery accessories you need to make two chains:
Imitation leather bracelet set of 3 in brown shades mix, each 1 m ball chain "Sparkle" in Black and
Bronze, 4 x Metal beads, 4 x metal decorative beads, 1 x black big hole bead, 1 x Crystal big hole bead, 1
x Luena-Pearl pink old pink, 1 x Luena-Pearl azure blue, 1 x closing set with regulating chain, 5 x lobster
clasps, 150 x ring, 8 x connecting caps and 1 x instruction. 

We recommend scissors and jewellery pliers for making the chains Jewellery glue,. 

How do I build the Sparkle-Chain? 
To make Sparkle-Chain , first remove the short chain from the clasp set with the jewellery pliers and put
the clasp aside. Now determine the desired length of the Chain. Then take the middle of the Chain as a
loop between thumb and index finger 

Now string the beads in any combination on the folded loop of Chain . Push the beads so far down that
the middle of the Chain remains visible as an eyelet 

How do I connect the Chain and the pendant together? 
Now hang the lobster clasp on the eyelet. Take the latch set and connect it with a ring. To do this, open
the ring with the jewellery pliers and attach it to the previously set aside clasp 

How do I make the leather cord bobble? 
For the leather cord bobble, cut approx. 14 leather cord sections of the same length with scissors. You
glue the leather cord sections with Jewellery glue into one of the closing caps. Let the glue dry well.
Finally, fasten the closing halves to the ends of the Chain by pressing them together with jewellery
pliers. Then attach Carabiner to one end and a ring to the other end. 

Extra tip: If you have any leftover chains, you can cut them to size and decorate the cap with Jewellery
glue 

Recommendation when tinkering with Jewellery glue: If possible, clean the adhesive surfaces before
applying the adhesive. Apply the Jewellery glue on both sides. After a short time press both parts
together and let them dry overnight.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
671378-02 Locking set with regulation chain, Ø 8 mmSilver coloured 1
648783 Metal bead "Ringel", 4 pieces 1
575041 Metal bead, 4 pieces 1
643740 Jewellery glue 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
970044 VBS Jewellery pliers 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
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